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Consider the pairs of points (xi, y,), EN, where each entry belongs to some arbitrary but &ed
field. The fundamental problem to be investigated is to find all rational functions
y(x) = n(x)ld(x); n, d: c o p r i m c p o ~ ~ ~ ,

(1)

in particular the ones having minimal complexity, which interpolate the above points. If these points
are distinct, i.e. xi #xj, i # j. then we must have y(xi) =yi, i EN.
The sliaightfmard approach to the problem is the following. Let y(x), d&ed by (I), be an
intwpolating function of degree m (is. deg y := max {&g n, &g 4 =m). We d e h e X to be the
N x ( H I ) Vandmonde matrix whose i-th row is (1xi . . IT*'); and Y := diag (yl, ...,yN) (it is
assumed for simplicity that all pairs (xbyi) are finite). Let v, 6 be (m+I)colum vectors containing
the coefficients of the polynomial^ n(x), d(x), starting with the constant term. Clearly (1)implies

.

The question arises as to whether every (v' 6')' in the kernel of (X - YX),for some m, de6nes
a function which interpolates the given pairs of points. The answer is go, because in case the resulting
n(x), d(x) have wnunon factors, the additional condition

must be satisfied, where ~8 are the coefficientvectors of the cop"me numerator and denominator
polynomials of the rational function n(x)ld(x). The set of all functions interpolating the given points is

thus determined by the coefficient vectors satisfying(2), as well as
resultant (v, 6) # 0;

(3)

this ensures the wprimeneu of n(x), dk). The problem thus reduces to the solution of the set of linear
equations (2) subject to the eanshaint (3). The l a w being rather difficult to handle, the problem needs
to be reformulated so that (3) becomes easier to deal with.
For this purpose, we notice that one rational interpolating function yQ is given by:

Clearly y(x) =yi if and only if cj + 0. Depending on the particular choice of the c;s, the degree of y(x)
is at most N - 1 (generically this upper bound is attained).

Our goal is to investigate the algebraic stcucw of the problem of paramehizing all interpolating
functions in particular those of minimal complexity (degree). One way for doing this is to try to
determine tbose non-zero v&es of the coefficients ci, i EN,in (4) for which we have the greatest
number of polezero cancellations between the nummtor and d e n o e a t o r polynomials of y. Another
way for minimizing the degree of y, which is the one we have adopted, is the following. We consider a.
summation as in (4) containing only q c N summands; for any set of non-zero c;s, the rational
function y, of generic degree q - 1, interpolates the first q points. Making use of the freedom in
choosing the cis, we then try to achieve the interpolation of the remaining N q points. Let
c := (c, . . - cJ'; in order for the remaining N q poinu to be interpolated, c must be in the kernel of
the I N - q ) x q matrix.

.
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This is a finer or divided-d~erewesmtrix derived from the givm (distinct)
of points. If we
have multiple poinu the corresponding matrix is called generalized E m e r manix. The (generalized)
&mer matrix turns out to be the fundamental tool for the investigation of the rational interpolation
problem It allows co*saaint (3) to be treated in a straightforward way.
The main result (ANTOULAS [1986a, Section 21) asserts that the minimal degree of Uie
intapolating function(s) is either rank L or N tank L, according to whetlter certain explicitly stated
conditions are satisfied or not In the fwmer case t h e m i n i d interpolating function is unique, while in
the latter it is non-unique, having N - Zrank L + 1 degrees of freedom. A paramehization of all
minimal and non-minimal inte~polatingfunctions follows. The problems of proper rational and
polynomial interpolation are briefly examined The third section deals with the problem of
recursiveness. The main question is how to (minimally) update the interpolating funciion whenever
additional points are provided, without having to start from scratch. It is k t shown how to parametrize
all minimal interpolating functions, given a single one; then, how to find one minimal updating of a
given interpolating function. These hvo results combined provide a parametrization of all mininlal
updatings. The results on recursiveness derived in Section 3, are based on a linear fractional
representation Eonnula, much as in the paltial realization case (see ANTOULAS I1986bl).

-

AU the results described above have been derived in.the case of multiple interpolation points.
Few accounts on the algebraic aspects of the interpolation problem have appeared in the literature.
BELEVECH [I9701 discusses some of the connections between L a m e r matrices and the interpolation
problem in the case of distinct points. More reeently FIEDLER [1984] diicusses various propertied of
square Uwner matrices. Both of these papers deal essentially with the generic case, i.e. the case where
2m + I pairs of points are interpolated by a rational function of degree m.
The @artial) realization problem of linear system theory, can be viewed as a special ease of the
rational interpolation problem described above, where all the xis are the same (conventionally taken to
be the point at infinity). The main tool for the shldy of the (partial) realization problem is the @dally
defioed) Hankel matrix (see e.g. KAIMAN 119791 and BOSGRA 119831). The question arises as to
what the generalization of the Hark81 matrix is in the case of the general interpolation problem It turns
out that the generalized Lawner ma&, defined for pairs of points with the same x>, has Hanke2
saucfure, and indeed is pat of the Hankel matrix of the correspondingpartial realization problem. Thus
the theory of the (scalar) rational interpolation problem presented in ANTOULAS [1986al, constitutes
~
the generalization of the (scalar partial) r e a k a t i o ~problem.

The interpolation problem has numerous applications in control theory. In ANDERSON and
LWNEhfANN 119851a problem of compensator complexity in decenkalizedcontrol is shown to reduce
to an inte~polationproblem. Recently also, the close connection between flu- optimization in linear
has been demonsb.ted (see
control systems and the interpolation problem (with ~tabilityre~uirements)
CHANG andPEARSON 119841).
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